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Problem Motivation
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Current work flow/tech
● Source inputs -> Fuzzers -> Crashers
● Crashers -> Minimisation -> Bucketing -> Per bug crashers
● Per bug crashers -> Human + GDB/rr/qira etc
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Goals for this research
● Source inputs -> Fuzzers -> Crashers
● Crashers -> Minimisation -> Bucketing -> Per bug crashers
● Per bug crashers + source inputs -> ??? -> Per bug triage report
● Per bugs crashers + triage reports -> Human + GDB/rr/qira etc
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What is a ‘useful’ triage report?
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
“The xml_parser_set_option function allows one to specify a number of bytes to 
skip beyond the start of a tag, before passing this tag to various user-specified 
handlers. The value is not sanitised in any way and thus can be manipulated to 
read data at arbitrary offsets from the tag.”
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
$XML = “<?xml version="1.0"?> <FOO:BAR> </FOO:BAR>”;

function startElement($parser, $name, $attribs) { echo bin2hex($name) . PHP_EOL; }

function endElement($parser, $name) { echo bin2hex($name) . PHP_EOL; }

$xml_parser = xml_parser_create();

xml_set_element_handler($xml_parser, 'startElement', 'endElement');

xml_parser_set_option($xml_parser, XML_OPTION_SKIP_TAGSTART, 0xfffffffc);

xml_parse($xml_parser, $XML);
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
1616 PHP_FUNCTION(xml_parser_set_option)

...

1622 if (zend_parse_parameters(ZEND_NUM_ARGS() TSRMLS_CC, "rlZ", &pind, 

&opt, &val) == FAILURE) {

1623                 return;

1624 }

...

1627 switch (opt) {

...

1632     case PHP_XML_OPTION_SKIP_TAGSTART:

1633         convert_to_long_ex(val);

1634         parser->toffset = Z_LVAL_PP(val);
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
771 void _xml_startElementHandler(void *userData, const XML_Char *name, 

        const XML_Char **attributes)

772 {

...        

785     if (parser->startElementHandler) {

786         args[0] = _xml_resource_zval(parser->index);

787         args[1] = _xml_string_zval(((char *) tag_name) + parser->toffset);
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
● We can describe the root cause of the bug as a violation of a safety invariant 

that should hold across all runs
● At line 787 the following should hold:

(parser->toffset >= 0 && parser->toffset <= strlen(tag_name))

785     if (parser->startElementHandler) {

786         args[0] = _xml_resource_zval(parser->index);

787         args[1] = _xml_string_zval(((char *) tag_name) + parser->toffset);
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
● On all buggy runs the following is true

(parser->toffset < 0 || parser->toffset > strlen(tag_name))

● If we could discover and report this, is it sufficient to understand the bug?
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PHP Bug #66547 (OOB read leading to info leak)
● Better result:

PHP_FUNCTION(xml_parser_set_option), 1634:

parser->toffset < 0

_xml_startElementHandler, line 787:

(parser->toffset < 0 || parser->toffset > strlen(tag_name))

● The second predicate is an invariant and describes the root cause, the first is 
a detectable anomaly and helps provide context
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Correlation vs Causation
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Output form
● An invariant (true on all buggy runs, false on all non-buggy runs) which 

captures the root cause of the bug
● As many ‘explanatory’ invariants or anomalies as necessary to enable a user 

to construct a series of events from input being read into the system to the 
bug being triggered
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The remainder of this talk
1. Prior work 
2. CrashCorpus 
3. CrashSight
4. Conclusion, open questions & future work
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Prior Work
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CrashCorpus
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CrashCorpus goals
● A diverse targets and bug categories
● Replicate the starting point of crash triage in real situations
● “Push button” build and execute for all targets
● All bugs should be pre-triaged so evaluation is possible
● Ease-of-extension
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Current State

20

Target Version Target 
Component

# Crashing 
Inputs

# Non 
Crashing 
Inputs

# Bugs Bug Types

PHP 5.5.7 Image parsing 6 883 2 OOB write, 
NULL ptr deref

PHP 5.6.11 Unserialization 54 313 1 UAF

PHP 5.6.15 Image parsing 27 926 1 OOB read

PHP 7.0.1 Unserialization 16 359 2 2x UAF

PHP 7.0.3 DOM processing 28 1997 1 UAF

PHP 7.0.3 XML Parsing 61 2175 1 OOB read



CrashSight
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Plan

22

● Guess at the analyses that ‘feel’ like they should scale while still producing 
useful results

● Validate using CrashCorpus
● Repeat until done (or INFILTRATE comes around and I run out of time …) 



Working backwards
● Recall our ‘ideal’ end result

○ An invariant (true on all buggy runs, false on all non-buggy runs) which captures the root 
cause of the bug

○ As many ‘explanatory’ invariants or anomalies as necessary to enable a user to construct a 
series of events from input being read into the system to the bug being triggered
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Quick aside: ‘Predicate synthesis’
● Predicate

○ Boolean valued function 
○ E.g. x = 100, x + y > 0, x - y > z
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Quick aside: ‘Predicate synthesis’
● Predicate

○ Boolean valued function 
○ E.g. x = 100, x + y > 0, x - y > z

● Predicate synthesis
○ Brute-force approach to coming up with predicates based on templates
○ E.g.

■ Templates: X + Y > 0, X + Y < 0, X + Y = 0
■ Variables observed: buf_size, i

■ Synthesised predicates: buf_size + i > 0, buf_size + i < 0, 
buf_size + y = 0
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Quick aside: ‘Predicate synthesis’
● Synthesised predicates can then be evaluated based on the values observed 

for the variables at run time
● E.g. If we observe the values buf_size = 16, i = 18 we can produce the 

following predicate observations:
○ buf_size + i > 0, True

○ buf_size + i < 0, False

○ buf_size + i = 0, False
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*Hand waving*
1. Determine the code relevant to the bug and instrument it to gather variable 

values
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*Hand waving*
1. Determine the code relevant to the bug and instrument it to gather variable 

values
2. Determine a useful set of predicate templates, synthesise predicates from the 

variables in the relevant code and evaluate those predicates using the 
observed values

3. Use the correlation between the truth/falsehood of these predicates and 
crashing/non-crashing runs to determine which predicates strongly correlate 
with a crash

4. Post-process the results into a narrative to be presented to the user
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result
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● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them all
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Hypothesis #4
○ Given a list of ranked predicates, we can produce a narrative ‘explaining’ the crash
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Our algorithm (if those hypotheses hold!)
1. Execute the target software on all crashing and non-crashing inputs, 

recording coverage information
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Our algorithm (if those hypotheses hold!)
1. Execute the target software on all crashing and non-crashing inputs, 

recording coverage information
2. Perform a statistical analysis of the coverage information to predict the 

relevant functions 
3. Instrument the relevant functions to record every computed value
4. Synthesise predicates over the variables of the relevant functions and 

determine their truth/falsehood based on the recorded values in step 3
5. Perform a statistical analysis of the truth/falsehood for each predicate predict 

their correlation with a crash
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Function level prediction
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result
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Function level prediction
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Approach
○ Recycle the academic work on line/function level prediction 
○ CrashCorpus, clang and -fsanitize-coverage for coverage info
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Ranking components
● The academic literature provides a family of functions for ‘spectrum based 

fault localisation’ 
● Inputs

○ Per component count of the number of crashing and non-crashing inputs it is associated with

● Output
○ A real valued score for that component
○ Higher score implies stronger correlation between that component and the crash
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SFL inputs
● eF: The number of crashing inputs on which the component is executed
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For example … 
● The ‘jaccard’ function 

       eF 

------------

eF + eP + nF
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For example … 
● The ‘jaccard’ function 

       eF 

------------

eF + eP + nF

● The gp13 function

eF * (1 +    1    ) 

   --------

   2eP + eF
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Ranking components
● jaccard and gp13 are but two of many SFL scoring functions

○ tarantula, ppv, npv, ample, ochiai etc 
○ CrashSight implements 15 in total, each of which can potentially produce a different ranking 

● For success, we need one which can consistently predict the relevant 
functions, regardless of the target software and bug class
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Evaluation
● Looking for the scoring function which, across all bugs and targets, has the 

lowest ‘wasted effort’ 
● ‘Wasted effort’ is determined based on the number of components ranked 

equal to, or higher than, the functions we consider relevant to the bug
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Selecting the best SFL ranking function
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Target Version Target comp. Bug Type # rel 
funcs

~ # exec 
funcs

Min wasted effort

PHP 5.5.7 Image parsing OOB write 2 570 2 (gp13)

PHP 5.5.7 Image parsing Null ptr 2 590 3 (gp13)

PHP 5.6.11 Unserialization UAF 2 646 5 (gp13)

PHP 5.6.15 Image parsing OOB read 1 565 1 (gp13)

PHP 7.0.1 Unserialization UAF 2 660 6 (gp13)

PHP 7.0.1 Unserialization UAF 2 675 16 (gp13)

PHP 7.0.3 DOM processing UAF 1 670 32 (gp13)

PHP 7.0.3 XML Parsing OOB read 2 680 6 (gp13)
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Function level prediction conclusion
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result
○ Seems reasonable 

■ Min: 1, Max: 32, Mean: 9

● gp13 consistently the best performing ranking function

gp13: eF * (1 +    1    ) 
      --------

      2eP + eF
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them heavily

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Hypothesis #4
○ Given a list of ranked predicates we can produce a narrative ‘explaining’ the crash
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Predicate Synthesis
● Hypothesis #2

○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 
reasonably instrument them heavily

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
● Previously we saw the following for PHP 7.0.3’s XML related OOB read                                                      

PHP_FUNCTION(xml_parser_set_option), 1634:

parser->toffset < 0

_xml_startElementHandler, line 787:

(parser->toffset < 0 || parser->toffset > strlen(tag_name))

● Relationship between a single variable and 0
● Relationship between a single variable and a derived variable (string length)
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
● PHP 5.5.7 GD heap OOB write

43 gdImagePtr gdImageCrop(gdImagePtr src, const gdRectPtr crop)                     

...                                                                                 

47 if (src->trueColor) {                                                    

48 dst = gdImageCreateTrueColor(crop->width, crop->height);         

...
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
176 gdImagePtr gdImageCreateTrueColor (int sx, int sy) {

...

202 for (i = 0; i < sy; i++) {                                               

203 im->tpixels[i] = (int *) gdCalloc(sx, sizeof(int));

...

228 return im;                                                               

229 }
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
43 gdImagePtr gdImageCrop(gdImagePtr src, const gdRectPtr crop)                     

...                                                                                 

47 if (src->trueColor) {                                                    

48 dst = gdImageCreateTrueColor(crop->width, crop->height);         

...

55                                                                                  

56 if (src->sx < (crop->x + crop->width -1)) {                              

57 crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;                             

58 } 

...  
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
43 gdImagePtr gdImageCrop(gdImagePtr src, const gdRectPtr crop)                     

...                                                                                 

47 if (src->trueColor) {                                                    

48 dst = gdImageCreateTrueColor(crop->width, crop->height);         

...

55                                                                                  

56 if (src->sx < (crop->x + crop->width -1)) {                              

57 crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;                             

58 }   

...

73 memcpy(dst->tpixels[dst_y++], src->tpixels[y++] + crop->x, crop->width * 4);
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
● To understand the root cause of this bug the analyst must answer three 

questions
○ How is the buffer size calculated?
○ How is the copy size calculated?
○ Why does the copy size exceed the buffer size?

● What predicates are likely to correlate with failure and help answer the above 
questions?
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
gdImageCrop, line 57 

(Why does the copy size exceed the buffer size)

(crop->x > src->sx)

crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1; 

(crop->width < 0)
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What do the required predicates actually look like? 
gdImageCrop, line 57 

(Why does the copy size exceed the buffer size)

(crop->x > src->x)

crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1; 

(crop->width < 0) 

gdImageCrop, line 73 

(How is the copy size calculated + how is the buffer size calculated)

(crop->width * 4) > (sx * sizeof(int))@gdImageCreateTrueColor, line 203

memcpy(dst->tpixels[dst_y++], src->tpixels[y++] + crop->x, crop->width * 4);
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Seeding synthesis
● Based on a review of the bugs in CrashCorpus we need to record the 

following in order to synthesise the relevant predicates:
○ Function return values
○ Variable values before they are used
○ Variable values after they are assigned
○ Expression values 

○ Custom handling for things like strings (gather strlen result) and calloc (gather num * size)
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Gathering the data
● Hypothesis #2

○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 
reasonably instrument them heavily
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LTTng
● Linux Tracing Toolkit: next generation

○ Open source tracing toolkit for tracing the Linux kernel, userland applications and libraries
○ Fast, reliable, simple to use
○ Provides the vast majority of the infrastructure you need for tracing
○ Required from you: 

■ ‘Trace provider’ specification
■ Modify your application to insert tracepoints
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Trace provider specification
TRACEPOINT_EVENT(

    cc_provider,

    variable_value_post_assignment,

    TP_ARGS(

char*, file, 

char*, function, 

unsigned int, line,

char *, variable,

size_t, value

    ),

    TP_FIELDS(

ctf_string(file, file)

ctf_string(function, function)

ctf_integer(unsigned int, line, line)

ctf_string(variable, variable)       

ctf_integer(size_t, value, value)

    )

)
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TRACEPOINT_EVENT(

    cc_provider,

    expression,

    TP_ARGS(

char*, file,

char*, function,

unsigned int, line,

char *, expression,

size_t, value

    ),

    TP_FIELDS(

ctf_string(file, file)

ctf_string(function, function)

ctf_integer(unsigned int, line, line)

ctf_string(expression, expression)

ctf_integer(size_t, value, value)

    )

)



Modifying the target
int func(int a, int b)

{

int r = 0;

tracepoint(cc_provider, variable_value_pre_use, "test.c", "func", 9, "a", a);

tracepoint(cc_provider, variable_value_pre_use, "test.c", "func", 9, "b", b);

tracepoint(cc_provider, expression, "test.c", "func", 9, "a * b", a * b);

int c = a * b;

tracepoint(cc_provider, variable_value_post_assignment, "test.c", "func", 9, "c", c);

...

tracepoint(cc_provider, return_value, "test.c", "func", 13, r);

return r;

}
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Performance Impact
● Depends on the number of events written to the trace 

○ < 200,000 events, no noticeable difference from -fsanitize-coverage
○ Above that ~200,000 events results in an extra second of runtime 
○ May vary somewhat with LTTng channel configuration (buffer sizes, number of buffers)

● In most cases, Docker startup dominates tracing or coverage information 
gathering
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Performance impact
● Potential issue #1: Tracing inside tight loops

○ Doing so carelessly can result in millions of trace events
○ Still an outstanding issue to figure out the best way to deal with this 
○ For now handled by logging values on the first N iterations
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Performance impact
● Potential issue #1: Tracing inside tight loops

○ Doing so carelessly can result in millions of trace events
○ Still an outstanding issue to figure out the best way to deal with this 
○ For now handled by logging values on the first N iterations

● Potential issue #2: Tracing inside repeatedly called APIs
○ Can be encountered with non-minimised test cases e.g. large number of redundant calls with 

sane arguments followed by crashing arguments
○ For now handled by minimisation and timeouts
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Data gathering for synthesis
● Hypothesis #2

○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 
reasonably instrument them heavily

● Seems reasonable, but with a couple of caveats
● A few non-fatal practicalities to be worked out
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them heavily

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Hypothesis #4
○ Given a list of ranked predicates we can produce a narrative ‘explaining’ the crash
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Predicate synthesis 
● Hypothesis #3

○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 
those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced
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Predicate synthesis 
● Hypothesis #3

○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 
those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Synthesis
○ Inputs

■ A trace of variable, expression and return values
■ Predicate templates

○ Output 

■ A list of pairs of the form (predicate, boolean) indicating a predicate that was either true 
or false on that run
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Predicate Synthesis
● Variety of templates possible for synthesis e.g.

○ Single variable 
■ X@foo:123 < 0
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Predicate Synthesis
● Variety of templates possible for synthesis e.g.

○ Single variable 
■ X@foo:123 < 0

○ Multiple variables, single scope 
■ X@foo:123 + Y@foo:100 >= Z@foo:50

○ Multiple variables, multiple scopes
■ X@foo:123 > strlen(X)@bar:50
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Predicate Synthesis
● Variety of templates possible for synthesis e.g.

○ Single variable 
■ X@foo:123 < 0

○ Multiple variables, single scope 
■ X@foo:123 + X@foo:100 >= Z@foo:50

○ Multiple variables, multiple scopes
■ X@foo:123 > strlen(X)@bar:50

○ All of the above with expressions as well as variables
■ X@foo:100 > (Y * sizeof(int))@bar:30
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Single variable predicate synthesis 
Statement:

crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;
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Single variable predicate synthesis 
Statement:

crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;

Recorded state:

src->sx (before) : 10

crop->x (before) : 12

crop->width (after) : -1
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Single variable predicate synthesis 
Statement:

crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;

Recorded state:
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crop->x (before) : 12

crop->width (after) : -1
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Synthesised and evaluated predicates:
(src->sx < 0, False)

(src->sx <= 0, False)

(src->sx == 0, False)

(src->sx >= 0, True)

(src->sx > 0, True)

(crop->x < 0, False)

(crop->x <= 0, False)

(crop->x == 0, False)

(crop->x >= 0, True)

(crop->x > 0, True)

(crop->width < 0, True)

(crop->width <= 0, True)

(crop->width == 0, False)

(crop->width >= 0, False)

(crop->width > 0, False)



Multi-variable predicate synthesis
● More complex due to the potential for explosion in the number of predicates 

synthesised
○ E.g. synthesising and ranking inequalities over every recorded variable and all previously 

recorded values is infeasible above a few hundred recorded values

● Need to be selective, e.g. 
○ Inequalities over variables which appear in the same expression
○ Inequalities over function arguments across multiple scopes
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Ranking predicates
● Execute and trace all inputs, synthesise and evaluate predicates, calculate 

the eF, eP, nF and nP values per predicate 
● Reuse of the SFL functions, with reinterpretation of the inputs

○ eF: # of crashing inputs on which the predicate was true
○ eP: # of non-crashing inputs on which the predicate was true
○ nF: # of crashing inputs on which the predicate was false, or not observed
○ nP: # of non-crashing inputs on which the predicate was false, or not observed
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Sample results
2.000000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 73 gdImageCrop (crop->width < 0)

2.000000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 57 gdImageCrop (crop->width < 0)

1.333333 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 57 gdImageCrop (crop->x > 0)

1.333333 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 73 gdImageCrop (crop->x > 0)

1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 68 gdImageCrop (crop->y ≠ 0)
1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 71 gdImageCrop (crop->y ≠ 0)
1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 57 gdImageCrop (src->sx > 0)

1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 57 gdImageCrop (crop->width ≠ 0)
1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 59 gdImageCrop (crop->y ≠ 0)
1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 73 gdImageCrop (crop->width * 4 > sx * sizeof(int)

@ext/gd/libgd/gd.c:gdImageCreateTrueColor:204)

1.200000 ext/gd/libgd/gd_crop.c 56 gdImageCrop (crop->x > 0)
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Artist’s impression
43 gdImagePtr gdImageCrop(gdImagePtr src, const gdRectPtr crop)                     

44 {                                                                                

...                                                                                

56   // CS: src->sx > 0, crop->x > 0, crop->width > 0

56   if (src->sx < (crop->x + crop->width - 1)) {

57     // CS: crop->x > 0                                  

57     crop->width = src->sx - crop->x + 1;

57     // CS: crop->width < 0                                     

58   }                                                                            

                                              

71   // CS: crop->y ≠ 0
71   while (y < (crop->y + (crop->height - 1))) {  

73     // CS: crop->width < 0, crop->x > 0 

73     // CS: crop->width * 4 > sx * sizeof(int)@ext/gd/libgd/gd.c:gdImageCreateTrueColor:204                  

73     memcpy(dst->tpixels[dst_y++], src->tpixels[y++] + crop->x, crop->width * 4);
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Predicate synthesis, evaluation & ranking
● Hypothesis #3

○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 
those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced
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Predicate synthesis, evaluation & ranking
● Hypothesis #3

○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 
those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● As with hypotheses #1 and #2, seems reasonable
● Performance 

○ Single-variable synthesis: faster than importing coverage reports
○ Multi-variable synthesis: approx. equal to cost of importing coverage reports

● Top ranked predicates are predominantly explanatory for the bug in question
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Predicate synthesis, evaluation & ranking
● Caveats

○ Again, limited data from which these conclusions are being drawn

○ Further work is needed to determine how well predicate templates like the ones shown can 
deal with things like memory lifetime management issues
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Predicate synthesis, evaluation & ranking
● Caveats

○ Again, limited data from which these conclusions are being drawn

○ Further work is needed to determine how well predicate templates like the ones shown can 
deal with things like memory lifetime management issues

● Weaknesses
○ No effort is currently made to reduce noise by removing weaker predicates

■ E.g. right now x <= 0 and x < 0 may have the same rank even if x is strictly less than 0
○ Currently there is no ‘narrative’ associated with the results, they are simply ranked
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them heavily

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Hypothesis #4
○ Given a list of ranked predicates we can produce a narrative ‘explaining’ the crash
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Algorithm overview, now with details
1. Execute the target software on all crashing and non-crashing inputs, recording coverage information 

○ clang -fsanitize-coverage
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Algorithm overview, now with details
1. Execute the target software on all crashing and non-crashing inputs, recording coverage information 

○ clang -fsanitize-coverage
2. Perform a statistical analysis of the coverage information to predict the relevant functions 

○ SFL functions over eF, eP, nF, nP 
○ gp13 appears to work well

3. Instrument the relevant functions to record every computed value
○ Rewrite the target to insert LTTng tracepoints

4. Synthesise predicates over the variables of the relevant functions and determine their 
truth/falsehood based on the recorded values in step 3

○ Predicate synthesis by brute force from templates
5. Perform a statistical analysis of the truth/falsehood for each predicate to predict their correlation with 

a crash
○ Calculate eF, eP, nF, nP values per predicate and apply the SFL functions
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In practice 
1. cc_gather_traces -t func

○ 2-3s per input
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○ 2-3s per input

2. cs_import_coverage_reports
○ 6-15s per input

3. cs_predict_functions
○ 1-3s total

4. <manually insert tracing>

5. cc_gather_traces -t value-trace

○ 2-3s per input 
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Sample timing:

800 inputs, 32 cores

cc_gather_traces : 60s
cs_import_coverage_reports : 250s (4m10s)
cs_predict_functions : 2s
cc_gather_traces  : 60s
cs_import_value_traces  : 200s (3m20s)
cs_predict_predicates  : 1s

Total  : 573s (9m33s)



Conclusion
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Assumptions
● Hypothesis #1

○ It is possible to predict the functions relevant to producing the ‘ideal’ result

● Hypothesis #2
○ The number of functions relevant to producing an ‘ideal’ result is sufficiently small that we can 

reasonably instrument them heavily

● Hypothesis #3
○ Given the values we gather at run-time, we can synthesise a set of predicates from which 

those that form our ‘ideal’ result can be readily deduced

● Hypothesis #4
○ Given a list of ranked predicates we can produce a narrative ‘explaining’ the crash
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Future work & open problems (Practical)
● Producing results which are logically sequenced and have some sort of 

narrative
● Integrating the results into vim/whatever
● Automatic insertion of tracepoints
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Future work & open problems (Conceptual) 
● What bugs or bug classes does this not work on?
● What makes the ‘best’ input set for our purposes?
● What if we go wrong in predicting the relevant components?
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Questions 
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